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Abstract The prelaunch specifications for nadir sensors of the Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS)
were designed to ensure that measurements from them could be used to retrieve total column ozone and
nadir ozone profile information both for operational use and for use in long-term ozone data records. In this
paper, we will show results from our extensive analysis of the performance of the nadir mapper (NM) and
nadir profiler (NP) sensors during the first year and a half of OMPS nadir operations. In most cases, we
determined that both sensors meet or exceed their prelaunch specifications. Normalized radiance (radiance
divided by irradiance) measurements have been determined to be well within their 2% specification for both
sensors. In the case of stray light, the NM sensor is within its 2% specification for all but the shortest
wavelengths, while the NP sensor is within its 2% specification for all but the longest wavelengths. Artifacts
that negatively impacted the sensor calibration due to diffuser features were reduced to less than 1%
through changes made in the solar calibration sequence. Preliminary analysis of the disagreement between
measurements made by the NM and NP sensors in the region where their wavelengths overlap indicates that
it is due to shifts in the shared dichroic filter after launch and that it can be corrected. In general, our analysis
indicates that both the NM and NP sensors are performing well, that they are stable, and that any deviations
from nominal performance can be well characterized and corrected.

1. Introduction

The Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS) on board the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership
satellite is a complete sensor algorithm system developed to meet the accuracy and precision specifications
for total column ozone and ozone profile retrievals detailed originally in the National Polar-orbiting
Operational Environmental Satellite System program and currently in the successor Joint Polar Satellite
System (JPSS) program. The NM sensor and its algorithm are designed to meet the top-level specifications for
total column ozone retrievals, while the limb profiler (LP) sensor and its algorithm are designed to meet the
top-level specifications for ozone profile retrievals. Along with the NM and LP sensors, OMPS contains the NP
sensor; while the NP sensor/algorithm system is not designed to satisfy the JPSS total column or ozone profile
requirements, its addition to the suite provides retrievals that are an important link to the historical data sets
from the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) and SBUV/2 series of sensors [DeLand et al., 2012], and they
provide a direct means to evaluate limb retrievals and link them to the historical record. Measurements from
the three sensors therefore provide retrievals for use in multiple roles, including operational (as input to
forecasting models, etc.), research (on ozone chemistry, dynamics, etc.), and the continuation of long-term
total column ozone and ozone profile records begun in 1978 by the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
and the SBUV and SBUV/2 sensors [Stolarski and Frith, 2006]. In order to fulfill these roles, the performance
of the sensors must be fully characterized, and any performance issues must be well understood.
Furthermore, the performance of the sensors must either be stable with time, or any changes they exhibit
must be correctable.

This paper describes our analysis of the OMPS nadir sensors during their first year and a half of operation.
Since one metric used to evaluate on-orbit sensor performance is to determine whether that performance
matches prelaunch specifications, we provide the specifications for each nadir sensor in section 1. We also
provide a brief description of both nadir sensors in this section; for a complete description, see the paper of
Dittman et al. [2002]. In section 2, we present results showing the performance of the sensors and how they
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compare to their specifications, and
we point out issues with each sensor
and areas needing further
examination and evaluation. In
section 3, we discuss their calibration
and initial results concerning their
long-term stability. In section 4, we
provide a brief summary.

Although analysis of the LP sensor is
detailed in a companion paper [Jaross
et al., this issue], many aspects of its
performance are similar to the
performance of the nadir sensors;
since the analysis of these aspects
results in similar conclusions, they are
therefore covered here.
Measurements from the NM and NP
sensors are provided, via the Sensor
Data Record (SDR) algorithm, to the
respective total column and ozone
profile retrieval algorithms for the
creation of the NM total column
Environmental Data Record (EDR) and
NP ozone profile intermediate
product (IP). The paper of Wu et al.

[this issue] describes the performance of the SDR algorithm, while an on-orbit evaluation of the total
column ozone and ozone profile retrievals from the nadir sensors is provided by another companion paper
[Flynn et al., this issue].

1.1. Specifications for the OMPS Nadir Sensors

The JPSS top-level requirements for total column ozone retrievals are given in the paper of Flynn et al.
[this issue]. A set of specifications were derived for the NM sensor from these requirements; these
specifications, shown in Table 1, were based on experience with heritage sensors and how different
aspects of sensor performance affect the accuracy and precision of the algorithmic retrieval [Seftor et al.,
2003]. To verify that retrievals from a sensor that conformed to these specifications met the top-level
requirements, ozone retrievals were performed using simulated radiances based on radiative transfer
models [Seftor et al., 2003].

As stated earlier, the NP sensor was not designed to satisfy any JPSS top-level requirements. However,
because of its role in providing continuity with nadir ozone profile retrievals from the SBUV/SBUV 2 series of
sensors, a set of top-level requirements, shown in the paper of Flynn et al. [this issue], was created to specify
that the nadir ozone profile retrieval performance was to be similar to heritage performance; as a result, the
specifications derived for the NP sensor were similar to the SBUV/2 sensors. These specifications are also
shown in Table 1.

1.2. The OMPS Nadir Sensors

The OMPS nadir instrument is composed of two spectrometers that share the same telescope. A dichroic filter
downstream of the telescope redirects photons into either the NM or the NP spectrometer. The telescope
itself has a 110° total across-track field of view (FOV), resulting in 2800 km instantaneous coverage at the
Earth’s surface; this is sufficient to provide daily full global coverage at the equator. The telescope includes a
pseudo depolarizer [McClain et al., 1992] designed to minimize the system’s sensitivity to incoming polarization.
The dichroic filter is optimized to reflect most of the 250–310nm light to the NP spectrometer and transmit most
of the 300–380nm light to the NM spectrometer. The two spectrometers’ bands overlap from 300 to 310nm,
which is the region where the dichroic filter transitions from reflection to transmission. The spectrometer entrance

Table 1. Sensor Specifications for OMPS Nadir Sensors

Parameter Value

Both
Radiance–RMS uncertainty 8%
Irradiance–RMS uncertainty 7%
Radiance/irradiance ratio–RMS uncertainty
Absolute 2%
Relative (between wavelengths) 0.5%

Wavelength calibration–RMS uncertainty 0.015 nm
On-orbit wavelength shift sensitivity 0.01 nm
Stray light (before correction) 2%
Nonlinearity knowledge (zero input signal to full CCD well) 0.2%
Pixel-to-pixel response knowledge 0.2%

Nadir Mapper
Wavelength range 300–380 nm
Minimum SNR (all wavelengths) 1000

Nadir Profiler
Wavelength range 250–310 nm
Minimum SNR
252 nm 35
273 nm 100
283 nm 200
287 nm 250
292 nm 400
297 nm 400
302 nm 400
306 nm 400
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slits are located immediately after the split. The NP slit restricts the across-track FOV to the center 16° provided by
the telescope.

Once split, the light from each spectrometer is dispersed via a diffraction grating onto one dimension of a two-
dimensional charge-coupled device (CCD) located at each spectrometer’s focal plane. The second dimension
reflects the cross-track spatial coverage provided by the slit aperture and optics. Both CCDs consist of 340 pixels
along the spectral dimension and 740 pixels in the across-track spatial dimension. Since the spectra produced by
both sensors’ dispersive elements are essentially linear as a function of wavelength, curvature and nonlinearity in
the image of the slit on the CCD are due primarily to the focusing optics of each sensor. The NM sensor has very
little spectral distortion (also known as spectral smile)—less than 1 pixel’s width over the full spatial extent of the
detector. The spatial distortion, also known as keystone, causes the length of the FOV in the along-track direction
to change by 0.2% from the shortest to the longest wavelength. The NP sensor has somewhat more spatial
variation, but spectra for a given spatial index are almost as well behaved as those of the NM sensor, which can be
fitted by a cubic polynomial as a function of spectral index. The readout from theNMCCD is split, with half the CCD
being read out in one spatial direction and half being read out in the other. Due to telemetry bandwidth
constraints, the CCD pixel signals are combined in time and across track within the instrument electronics prior to
transmission; the effect is a reduction in spatial resolution for both sensors.

For the NM sensor, measurements meeting the 300–380nmwavelength range specification shown in Table 1 are
obtained by illuminating 196 of the 340 pixels in the spectral dimension. In the across-track dimension, 708 pixels
are illuminated. For nominal operations, the pixel signals are summed into 35 separate “macropixel” FOVs; all but
the two outer FOVs contain 20 pixels per macropixel; the left outermost macropixel contains 26 pixels, while the
right outermost contains 22. These macropixels were designed to meet the detector noise and spatial cell size
requirements listed in Table 1. Gain and nonlinearity corrections are applied to each pixel by the flight electronics
prior to summation to compensate for large radiance or sensitivity variations across the macropixel and over the
full 7.5 s exposure time. Since the readout of the CCD is split in the center, measurements comprising the central
FOV are actually split (although not symmetrically). Rather than rebinning these measurements in ground
processing, they can remain split, resulting in 36 cross-track FOVs. In this case, the central two FOVs comprise 12
pixels (30×50km) and 8 pixels (20×50km), respectively.

Because macropixels are constructed in programmable flight electronics, the OMPS nadir temporal (along-track)
and spatial (across-track) resolutions are highly configurable. High-resolution measurements, approximately
10 km×10km at nadir, have been routinely collected 1day per week for the first 2 years of the mission. To
remain within the telemetry bandwidth constraints, a set of only 59 wavelengths was selected; this selection still
allows retrievals of total column ozone and other quantities (such as SO2) using the current algorithms, albeit with
lower SNR values.

For the NP sensor, 147 of the 340 spectral pixels are illuminated, resulting in the 250–310nm range specified in
Table 1. The NP entrance slit illuminates only 93 of the available spatial pixels. All of the pixels are on the same side
of the CCD, and they are subsequently combined into a singlemacropixel. The 147×93 pixels are exposed for 38 s,
which yields a 250km×250km nadir-looking FOV that is somewhat larger than the SBUV/2 FOV. As with the NM
sensor, the NP sensor can be configured to provide higher-resolution measurements by changing the along-track
timing and across-track binning (again at the expense of downlinking fewer wavelengths due to bandwidth
constraints). A future goal for the NP sensor is to provide 5 cross-track FOVs every 7.6 s at 50 km×50km resolution.

2. Sensor Performance
2.1. Signal-to-Noise

The use of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) decomposition analysis can help discern what patterns are
present in the measurements and also to determine signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. If EOF analysis was used
over the full wavelength interval, it would be dominated by viewing condition changes as well as ozone
absorption that varies by an order of magnitude, and the normalization and polynomial fitting used to remove
these broad-scale variations prior to the EOF analysis would not be able to handle the full spectral range well.
Therefore, covariance matrices were constructed for each of the cross-track positions for three separate
wavelength intervals (305–325, 320–345, and 340–380nm) using six orbits of Earth view radiances. The regions
were overlapped to test the consistency of the fits and analysis on the different wavelength intervals.
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For a given across-track FOV, the radiances for each of the spectral intervals were normalized by using the overall
average spectrum for the position and interval, as well as a third-degree polynomial fit in wavelength, before
computation of the 105 covariance matrices (one for each of the 35 across-track positions for each of the three
wavelength intervals). For eachmatrix, the total explained variance from the first six patternswas greater than 99%
for the first two intervals and 95% for the third; any remaining patterns were 2 orders of magnitude smaller, have
little to no influence on ozone retrievals, were regarded as noise, and were used to evaluate SNR.

Figure 1a shows the resulting root-mean-square residual values, in percent, for across-track FOV 11; these
results are representative of those at other FOVs. They equate to an SNR of better than the 2000:1 at most
wavelengths for most across-track FOVs, with the SNR dropping to 1000:1 only for the shortest wavelengths.
Results from a similar analysis for the NP sensor, shown in Figure 1b, indicate SNRs from 500:1 at the longer
wavelengths (with spikes for wavelengths at solar lines, where there is less signal), dropping to 250:1 at the
shortest. The values for both the NM and NP sensors are either within or just above the specifications shown
in Table 1.

2.2. Dark Current

Dark current resulting from electrons thermally excited into the CCD conduction band constitutes a
systematic bias that must be removed from the OMPS sensor signals. Subtraction of dark current is a
correction applied to all OMPS raw science data. Changes in pixel dark current rates are regularly
measured for both the image and storage regions of the CCD during the dark part of the orbit. Dark
current corrections for science data are constructed from measurements made once a week with the
calibration mechanism in the closed position.

Dark current is well characterized and stable prior to launch, but it continuously evolves on orbit due to lattice
damage caused by energetic solar wind or cosmic ray particles striking the CCD. Most changes are in the form
of pixels developing permanently elevated dark current rates. Dark rates are a strong function of CCD
temperature. Prelaunch rates are distributed normally, with means of approximately 2 counts per second (88
electrons) for the NM sensor (at -30C) and approximately 0.25 counts per second (11 electrons) for the NP
sensor (at -45C); the standard deviations are close to 7%. Due to the accumulation of damaged pixels on orbit,
themean rates evolve approximately linearly at rates of 0.54 electrons per second per week for the NM sensor
and 0.09 electrons per second per week for the NP sensor. However, individual damaged pixels may develop
much higher rates, up to over 100 times the mean. A significant fraction of damaged pixels exceed the
photon shot noise for typical Earth view signals, and even the nominal rates can exceed the noise level for
weak signals.

While the effect of damaged pixels is captured by the dark correction, it is useful to characterize and track it in
more than one way. In one approach, we apply a threshold of +8σ above the prelaunch dark current
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Figure 1. The root-mean-square residual (in percent) from an empirical orthogonal function analysis where the six largest
patterns were removed with corresponding SNR values shown by the dotted lines. (a) For the NM sensor, the residuals
equate to signal-to-noise ratios of better than 2000:1 for most wavelengths greater than 320 nm, dropping to 1000:1 at the
shorter wavelengths. (b) For the NP sensor, the SNR varies from 550:1 at the longer wavelengths to 250:1 for the shortest;
spikes correspond to lower signal levels due to solar lines at those wavelengths.
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distribution mode; pixels that are identified
form a subset of damaged pixels and are
denoted as hot. We also track any pixels with
elevated dark current due to damage,
regardless of the level of increase.
Identification of all damaged pixels is difficult,
but a statistical method to count them has
been developed. Histograms of dark current
rates have evolved, with a change
characterized by the reduction of the peak
value and growth in the height of the upper
wing, but with the mode unchanged from the
prelaunch levels. Therefore, the undamaged
fraction of pixels is represented by a Gaussian
with the peak height of the histogram but the
mode and standard deviation of the
prelaunch distribution. The estimated number
of damaged pixels is given by subtracting the
area under this scaled prelaunch distribution
from the total number of pixels. The number
of pixels calculated in this way is more than
twice the number given by the threshold
method. Figure 2 shows the hot/damaged
pixel number obtained both ways for the
nadir sensors. Assuming that, statistically,
pixels become damaged at a constant rate,

the number of damaged pixels should be described by an exponential asymptotically approaching the total
number of pixels. This function is a good fit to the calculated damaged pixel number. By extrapolating the fit,
we predict that the fraction of damaged pixels will reach 90% in 3–3.3 years and 99% in 6–6.6 years from
launch. The mean increase in dark current remains small compared to the total signal. For example, the
change in the 265 nm signal amounts to approximately 0.25% over a period of 3weeks.

A pixel is not considered hot enough to be unusable until it reaches a level too close to saturation to leave a
sufficient dynamic range above it for normal photon signals. This defines a class of bad pixels that must be
removed from use. Maximum dark current levels are currently about 250 counts for the NM sensor and 2500
counts for the NP sensor; maximum signal levels are about 12,000 and 8000 counts, respectively, and
saturation is about 15,600 counts. For both OMPS sensors, this class of pixels is currently unpopulated.
Another type of bad pixel is “cold,”meaning completely unresponsive. These are tracked in the dark current
through a lower threshold comparable to the upper threshold for hot pixels, and none have been detected.

Pixels can also exhibit random telegraph signal (RTS), which is another type of dark current change that
can result from lattice damage [Hopkins and Hopkinson, 1993]. RTS pixels are hot pixels with two or more
quasi-stable states. Transitions between levels occur at characteristic time scales that increase with
decreasing CCD temperature. Studies indicate that RTS pixels in CCDs operating at the NM temperature,
-35°C, will have stable periods approximately 40 times longer than a detector operating at -8°C. At NP
temperatures, -45°C, the increase is nearly a factor of 800. Our preliminary analysis indicates that the
majority of the OMPS RTS pixels have mean stable periods exceeding 1week. This threshold is important
because pixels with periods of less than 1week are not corrected by the OMPS dark calibration updates.
The effect of RTS pixels is also reduced when multiple pixels are combined into macropixels, as with
OMPS. The behavior of RTS is complex, and their exact effect on the OMPS measurements is not
completely understood at this time.

2.3. Linearity

OMPS calibration assumes a linear relationship between the incident photon energy and the analog to digital
converter (ADC) output. The input/output chain consists of three steps: (1) conversion of photons to electrons
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Figure 2. Nadir hot and damaged pixel evolution through April
2013 for the (a) NM and (b) NP sensors, as given by threshold
detection and histogram-based counting methods. The number of
damaged pixels counted by the histogrammethod (black points) is
fitted by the expected exponential trend (purple). The threshold
method to detect hot pixels (green points) underestimates the
number of damaged pixels and gives a linear trend.
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in the CCD pixel wells, (2) conversion of
the charge readout of the CCD to
voltages by an on-chip amplifier, and
(3) conversion of the voltages to digital
counts by the ADC. The method used
to monitor signal linearity assumes that
nonlinearities in photoelectron
generation can be ignored when
compared to the 0.2% linearity
knowledge requirement. The observed
2% nonlinearity is primarily caused by
the on-chip amplifier.

Linearity measurements consist of
aperture door-closed data taken
weekly, with onboard light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) illuminating the CCDs in
a series of exposure times in 60ms
steps from 0 to 2.4 s. Time linearity of
the photoelectron generation is

assumed, provided that the LED output is constant. Slight LED drift does occur over the course of the
stepped sequence, which is compensated for by interleaving 500ms reference frames with the stepped
exposures. These reference measurements are used to adjust the effective exposure time for each
time interval.

Linearity is defined relative to the measured signals at two points. The lower limit was set at the bias level; the
upper limit was set prelaunch to be 75% of the ADC saturation point. Individual pixel responses are converted
from actual counts (Creal) to ideal counts (Cideal) by scaling with the adjusted exposure times by the slope
between the two points, and the linearity correction is then determined by fitting a fifth-degree polynomial to
the difference Cideal�Creal. Plots of the fit (correction) minus the fit data divided by the signal for all points over
an ~1000 orbit range are shown in Figure 3 for the NP sensor; these results are also representative of those for
the NM sensor. The difference between the fit and the data demonstrates that the 0.2% prelaunch knowledge
specification over the full dynamic range is met. Since points for all orbits essentially overlay each other, the
plots also show that the linearity corrections are stable; the change over 1000 orbits is no greater than 0.01%.
Pixels that never reach the upper tie point in the stepped exposure sequence define a class of bad LED pixels
that are excluded from the fit. These few cold spots in the LED response are thought to be caused by dust or
other contaminants on the LED itself.

2.4. Transients

During the early orbit, “doors-closed” checkout phase of the mission, the OMPS sensors obtained special dark
measurements designed to characterize the orbital energetic particle environment. Of particular interest are
transient signals from the particle flux in the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA) [Hajdas et al., 2003] and their
impact on the OMPS signals.

The OMPS NM and NP sensors took transient monitoring data between November 2011 and January 2012.
Images were collected at 3–4 times the nominal Earth view temporal resolution on the day and night sides of
156 orbits. Transient events were isolated by using an approach where the time series is median filtered,
pixel-by-pixel, and values greater than a threshold over the median are flagged as transients. An image of
dark rates is then calculated from the mean of the nontransient values for each pixel. Finally, time-resolved
images were produced by transient signal distributions on the CCD focal plane, and statistics on transient
energy and number density were compiled.

The impact of SAA transients on nadir sensor Earth view signals is illustrated by histograms of measured
transient energies shown in Figure 4. The histograms represent transient energies (expressed in counts)
recorded by the NM (Figure 4a) and NP (Figure 4b) sensors during hypothetical Earth view exposures at the
peak of the SAA. Mean rates are 4.2 (NM) and 48.3 (NP) transients per Earth macropixel measurement.
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points. The vertical line is the ADC saturation.
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Thresholds overplotted in Figure 4 represent 1% of the measured Earth radiances (expressed in counts) at
four wavelengths for each sensor. Reference signals are averages of all cloud-free radiances taken near the
vernal equinox within the latitude limits of the transient data but outside of the SAA longitudes.

The fraction of transients exceeding 1% radiance (area of histogram above thresholds) was calculated. The
results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. For the four wavelengths on the NM sensor, the largest number of
macropixels above the 1% threshold (15%) occurred at 306 nm, while theminimum number (0.59%) occurred
at 331 nm. For the NP sensor, 100% of the macropixels were found to be above the 1% threshold at 252 and
270 nm, while the minimum number (18.69%) occurred at 306 nm. The mean radiance error due to transients
was also calculated for each wavelength/sensor. The minimum mean error for the NM sensor is 0.10% at
331 nm, with a maximum of 0.55% at 306 nm. While the minimum mean error for the NP sensor is 0.72% at
306 nm, the maximum is 115% at 252 nm. Because the errors are so large for the shorter wavelengths, the NP
measurements are currently unreliable inside the SAA. However, since the ozone profile retrievals from the
NP sensor are only used to provide a link to historical data sets of ozone profile and to provide a way to
directly evaluate ozone profile retrievals from the OMPS LP sensor, they are not needed to satisfy the top-level
requirements for the JPSS system. We are investigatingmethods for flagging transients in macropixels, which
will likely be most effective at the shortest NM wavelengths.

Spatial distributions of transient number density (pixel�1 s�1) and mean energy per transient (counts)
measured by the two sensors are similar to those for the limb sensor and are discussed in the companion
limb calibration paper. Observed transient number densities in both the north and south polar auroral
regions are less than 2.5% of the peak density in the SAA.

3. Calibration

The retrieval algorithms designed toworkwith theOMPS nadir sensors utilize a normalized radiance (NR), which
is the ratio of measured Earth radiance to measured solar irradiance [Bhartia et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2003].
Radiometric requirements that allow OMPS to meet its ozone accuracy and precision specifications are based
on NR also referred to as top-of-the-atmosphere reflectance. The solar irradiance is measured by rotating a solar
illuminated aluminum diffuser into a position in front of the sensor field-of-view to produce a diffuse radiance.
Since the solar diffuser precedes the same optics used in Earth radiance measurements, many systematic

errors are cancelled in the NR, and the
sensitivity to calibration errors, such as
optical throughput and electronic gain, is
significantly reduced (but not eliminated). As
a consequence, the uncertainties in radiance
and irradiance calibrations are allowed to be
quite large (8% and 7%, respectively), while
the uncertainty in the NR is required to be
less than 2%.
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Figure 4. The impact of SAA transients on nadir sensor Earth view signals for (a) NM sensor and (b) NP sensor. Different
vertical lines represent thresholds of 1% of the signal for four wavelengths for each sensor. The integral of the curve
above the thresholds is the fraction of macropixels impacted at greater than 1% of the signal: 0.59% 331 nm, 0.62% 317nm,
1.8% 378nm, and 15% 306nm (NM); 18.6% 306 nm, 83% 292 nm, 100% 270nm and 252nm (NP).

Table 2. OMPS NM SAA Transient Signals Compared With the
Vernal Equinox Cloud-Free Radiances

Wavelength Radiance Macropixel (%) Mean Error
(nm) (counts) >1% rad (% rad)

331 348,158 0.59 0.10
317 327,406 0.62 0.11
378 184,325 1.8 0.19
306 63,494 15 0.55
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Following the successful approach of heritage
instruments [Jaross et al., 1995], working and
reference diffusers are used to monitor long-
term diffuser change. To measure over the full
110° of the OMPS telescope, the diffuser is
rotated to a series of seven positions; each
position overlaps with the position before and
after it, and measurements from the seven
positions are “stitched” into a single plane of

solar irradiance. A separate measurement at the nadir position is also collected for the NP sensor. The working
diffuser is deployed every 2weeks, while the reference diffuser is used once every 6months, thus limiting the
effects of contamination. Whenever a diffuser is not in use, it is protected from exposure to UV radiation and
contamination by the calibration housing.

3.1. Diffuser Features

The use of diffusers in optical instrumentation results in interference patterns in the reflected signal due to
localized coherency. The effect is exacerbated with front-surface aluminum diffusers, where most photons
are reflected only once, and when array detectors are used [van Brug et al., 2004]. In the case of the OMPS
nadir sensors, the resulting interference patterns have spectral periodicity of 10 nm to 20 nm and across-track
spatial periods of approximately 10°. Peak-to-peak variations are as much as 10% but smaller when adjacent
pixels are combined into macropixels.

The patterns, referred to as diffuser features, are very sensitive to the angle of illumination. Consequently,
solar measurements collected over the course of a year by each pixel vary with apparent randomness by as
much as 10%. These variations are not actually random and are quite repeatable when incidence angles are
the same. During the prelaunch irradiance calibration of OMPS, this angle-dependent response was
measured, and the resulting corrections have been incorporated into solar data processing. Since the
prelaunch characterization was very time consuming, the angular step size used was no smaller than needed
to meet the calibration requirements.

Figure 5a illustrates these features by showing the ratio of two solar flux measurements taken 1month apart
using the nadir position of the diffuser. These measurements were collected in a sequence where the diffuser
is deployed to all seven positions over a period of 5min. Since the change in solar angle is less than 1° within
each of the seven data sets, little natural smoothing of the features occurs, and the pixel-to-pixel variation in
this case approaches 5%.
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Figure 5. Ratios of solar flux measurements taken with: (a) the nominal solar calibration sequence using 3 exposures for each
measurement; and (b) a sequence using 23 exposures for each measurement. The effects of diffuser interference features are
greatly reduced in the modified sequence, which has subsequently been adopted for use.

Table 3. OMPS NP SAA Transient Signals Compared With the
Vernal Equinox Cloud-Free Radiances

Wavelength Radiance Macropixel (%) Mean Error
(nm) (counts) >1% rad (% rad)

306 893,969 18.6 0.72
292 169,558 83 3.8
270 38,240 100 17
252 5,614 100 115
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To mitigate the effect of these features, a
different calibration sequence was
subsequently implemented for all solar
flux measurements. In the new sequence,
the incidence angle can vary by as much
as 6° for each position. The
corresponding change in diffuser
features significantly dampens the
variations between pixels. Figure 5b
exhibits variations of no more than 1%
for a similar 1month separation in solar
measurements. The semiannual solar
measurements using the reference
diffuser are scheduled to always occur at
the same solar incidence angle, thus
reducing the uncertainty in the long-
term calibration drift caused by the
diffuser features.

We note that, although the new
calibration sequence serves to reduce the effect of these features, the results shown in Figure 5b indicate that
they are not completely eliminated; while the current magnitude of these features does not adversely affect
ozone retrievals, they are of concern for retrievals that are more sensitive to small calibration effects such as
SO2 [Yang et al., 2013]. Methods and techniques to further reduce the effect are actively being investigated.
We also note that the next flight model of OMPSmay employ volume diffusers, for which diffuser features are
significantly reduced.

3.2. Wavelength Calibration

Wavelength calibration is also performed with the solar flux measurements by making use of the spectral
structure of the solar Fraunhofer lines. A Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares algorithm is
implemented to optimize the set of spectral band centers for each fitting window. Band centers are
represented by a polynomial function of the spectral indices for each spatial position. A high-resolution
(0.01 nm sampling) solar reference flux [Dobber et al., 2008], slightly shaped by a parabolic function of the
spectral index, is then convolved at the band centers using preflight bandpasses (slit functions) to form a
synthetic spectrum. The resulting spectrum is compared with the measured irradiance. Band centers are
varied to minimize the difference between the synthetic and measured spectra. The sensors measure unique
spectra at each spatial position, and the regression is performed on each separately. The output of the
process is a set of band center wavelengths for every macropixel measured by the sensor.

The results from applying the above algorithm to the first year and a half of solar measurements taken by the
NP sensor are shown in Figure 6 for one wavelength. First, the approximately 0.7 nm spectral distortion across
the CCD is clearly evident. Second, small-scale structure can be seen both across the CCD and in time.
Regression with a smooth polynomial in either the spectral or spatial dimension yields a residual variation of
0.01 nm. A close examination of this structure in Figure 6, however, indicates that it is not random in nature
and therefore not simply noise; preliminary investigations indicate that it is due to a combination of factors,
including slit irregularity effects and seasonally dependent wavelength shifts. This analysis indicates that the
accuracy of the OMPS wavelength registration is at least 0.01 nm and likely better.

To investigate wavelength registration differences between solar and Earth view measurements from the NM
sensor, the algorithm described above can be adapted to use Earth view data for wavelengths with no ozone
absorption (those greater than 340nm). As seen in Figure 7, application of the algorithm to measurements along
the orbit indicate a clear intraorbital shift between solar and Earth viewmeasurements of 0.03nm; this is the result
of thermal changes on the sensor. Because of ozone absorption, the wavelength regression cannot easily be
adapted for use with the NP sensor. However, the application of other techniques, including multivariable fits to
the data (see section 3.4), indicates minimal intraorbital shifts of the NP Earth view wavelength scale from the
solar one.

Figure 6. Surface plot showing the results of wavelength registration for
one of the NP sensor wavelengths. The 0.7nm spectral smile is clearly
seen. Smaller scale features are also noticeable. The structure of these fea-
tures indicates that they are not noise but due to a combination of sensor
effects, including slit irregularities and seasonal wavelength shifts.
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3.3. Normalized Radiance
Calibration

Comparisons with data from the well-
calibrated [Jiang et al., 2007; Schwartz
et al., 2008] Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) sensor flying on Aura have been
used in order to evaluate the
performance of the NRs that are the
central component of the retrieval
algorithms. The MLS measurements
made during June 2012 were
colocated, within 50 km, with
measurements from the OMPS sensors;
MLS profiles of ozone and temperature
were then input, along with the
viewing conditions of the OMPS
sensors, to a radiative transfer code to
calculate the corresponding NRs. For

comparison purposes, the temperature profile from the MLS was assumed to be accurate along the entire
altitude (pressure) range. For ozone, the MLS profile was assumed to be accurate down to 250 hPa; below
250 hPa, the MLS profile was replaced by one from the Logan, McPeters, and Labow climatology [McPeters
et al., 2007] corresponding to the latitude and time of the MLS measurement. To eliminate cloud effects, the
reflectivity determined by the OMPS sensors was used to constrain the matchup data set to one where
the reflectivity was less than 0.10; to minimize absorbing aerosol effects, the aerosol index determined
by OMPS was constrained to be no larger than 1.0 (see Flynn, et al. [this issue] for details on the
reflectivity and aerosol index determinations). To further constrain the matchup data set, only
colocated data between 20 degrees south and 20 degrees north latitude were used. The NRs thus
calculated represent what OMPS should have measured, assuming that the MLS profiles are accurate.
These calculated values were then compared with the NRs actually measured by the OMPS NM and
NP sensors.
3.3.1. OMPS NM Sensor
Figure 8a shows the comparison of measured NRs for themost nadir-looking across-track FOV (number 19) to
calculated NRs averaged for all colocated matchups. A large deviation between the calculated and measured
NRs is seen shortward of 310 nm, increasing with decreasing wavelength. While the system specification

Figure 7. The difference between wavelength registration spectra for
Earth view and solar measurements. The intraorbital shift dependence is
related to thermal changes at the sensor. The Earth view data were taken
on 7 December 2012.
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Figure 8. (a) A comparison of NRs calculated using MLS ozone and temperature profiles colocated with OMPS retrievals
using the OMPS viewing conditions for cross-track position 19. The average is over 20°S to 20°N latitude for June. (b) A
comparison of NRs where the difference for position 18 is subtracted from position 19. The error bars represent the stan-
dard deviation of the mean.
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requirement for the sensor was for stray light errors to be no larger than 2%, prelaunch measurements
indicated that the sensor did not meet this requirement below 310 nm, with the magnitude of the stray light
increasing with decreasing wavelength. Most of the NR error seen in Figure 8a results from uncorrected stray
light, although some of it also results from temperature dependence in the radiometric sensitivity. Neither
effect is corrected for in this figure, although future plans include corrections for them. Since the algorithm
designed for use with the NM sensor uses only one wavelength shorter than 310 nm (at 308 nm) and can be
modified not to use any, the fact that the sensor falls outside the stray light specification at these
wavelengths has little impact on ozone retrieval.

Because the overall agreement between the calculated and measured NRs above 310 nm is within the 2%
system specification for NR, stray light effects at these wavelengths are also within their 2% specification. The
peak-to-peak variation of about 2% is either caused by physical effects not included in the radiative transfer
code, such as Raman scattering, or sensor effects, such as wavelength registration errors. This is
demonstrated in Figure 8b, where the percent difference between measured and calculated NR at FOV 18 is
subtracted from the percent difference between measured and calculated NR at FOV 19; this virtually
eliminates the peak-to-peak variation and brings the agreement between measured and calculated NRs to
well within 1%.

The behavior of the NM sensor for the far off-nadir FOVs is shown in Figure 9. The comparisons indicate that,
while the sensor is within its specification out to FOVs 4 and 33, significant differences begin to emerge at the
very outermost FOVs (1 to 3 and 34 to 36). First, although the difference for cross-track FOV 18 is subtracted,
structure is still seen in the far off-nadir FOVs because physical effects such as Raman scattering and sensor
effects such as wavelength registration are different than those at FOV 18 and are therefore not fully
accounted for. Second, a roughly linear dependence with wavelength can be seen. It should be noted that
similar problems with retrievals at far off-nadir FOVs have been seen in the heritage sensors as well.
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Figure 9. Similar comparison to Figure 8 for different cross-track positions. Although the difference for cross-track position
18 is subtracted, structure is still seen in the far off-nadir positions because physical effects such as Raman scattering and
wavelength registration effects are different than those at position 18 and are therefore not fully accunted for. The error
bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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Differences at these FOVs can be due
to a number of reasons, possibly
including a problem with representing
the larger far off-nadir FOV in the
radiative transfer calculations. Since,
unlike with the heritage sensors, the
OMPS FOV can be varied, we plan to
use this feature to further study far off-
nadir issues affecting both these
systems and heritage systems.
3.3.2. OMPS NP Sensor
Because of the large FOV
(250 km×250 km) for the NP
measurement, the radiative transfer
code was run 30 separate times using
the viewing conditions of the 30
colocated (6 across-track by 5 along-
track) FOVs of the NM sensor and then
averaged together. Shown in blue in
Figure 10 are two examples of results
from individual matchups of MLS with
OMPS; Figure 10a shows a comparison
outside the SAA, while Figure 10b
shows a comparison inside the SAA.
The transient effect on the NP
measurements described earlier can
clearly be seen for all wavelengths less
than 290 nm.

For the current study, all comparisons inside the SAA have been excluded, and Figure 11 shows the results
after averaging over all the remaining colocated matchups. Although the overall difference between
measured and calculated NR values clearly increases from longer to shorter wavelengths, the comparison
indicates that, except for spikes seen at the locations of the Mg II absorption lines at 280 and 285 nm, the
measurements satisfy the NR and stray light specifications shown in Table 1. The spikes can be attributed to
stray light since, at these wavelengths, the signal level is lower than the signal level of the
surrounding wavelengths.

Also shown (in green) in Figure 11 is the comparison of the averaged 30 NRs from the NM sensor to NRs
calculated for each of the 30 NM FOVs, both in the overlap region and for longer wavelengths. A discrepancy is
seenwhen these results are compared to the results shown in Figure 8. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the
comparison shown in Figure 11 uses an average of measured NRs from the 30 NM FOVs that correspond to the
much larger NP FOV; larger variations in the scene characteristics for the larger FOV cause larger differences
between the calculation using the colocated MLS profiles and the averaged OMPS measurements. This is
particularly important for wavelengths longer than 300nm, where surface effects become significant.

Also of interest is the overlap region between the NP and NM sensors. As stated earlier, not all of the sharp
increase seen in the NM sensor from 310 to 300 nm is due to stray light; furthermore, the corresponding drop
in the NP sensor seen from 300 to 310 nm cannot be attributed to stray light at all. The NM and NP sensor
responses change rapidly in this spectral range due to the dichroic filter. There are two effects that contribute
to radiometric errors: changes in wavelength registration relative to ground calibrations and changes in the
filter’s reflectivity. Both have their origins in the nearly 25°C change in optical bench temperature between
ground measurements and orbit. The observed band center wavelength change is approximately 0.1 nm in
the NM sensor. Preliminary studies indicate that a 0.15–0.25 nm shift in the dichroic transmission function
would, at least to first order, eliminate the discrepancy. Work is currently under way to further characterize
and understand such dichroic effects.
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Figure 10. Comparison of measured OMPS NRs with NRs calculated using
colocated MLS profiles for: (a) a matchup located outside the region of
the SAA; and (b) a matchup located inside the SAA; and The effect of the
SAA is significant for wavelengths less than 290 nm.
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3.4. Stability

In order to provide data that can contribute to a long-term data record, the OMPS sensors must be stable or, if a
drift is identified, the drift must be correctable. Figure 12a shows the time dependence of solar fluxmeasurements
taken from the central part of the diffuser over the first year and a half of the mission for one of the NM sensor
wavelengths (317nm); these measurements are representative of those at other wavelengths and diffuser
positions. The results represent all of the measurements from the working diffuser, along with those from the four
reference diffuser measurements that have been performed. Figure 12a indicates that there is no degradation in
either the working or reference diffuser measurements.
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Figure 12. Time dependence of the solar flux measurements from the central part of the diffuser for (a) the 317 nm wave-
length on the NM sensor and (b) the 270 nm wavelength on the NP sensor. Blue represents the working diffuser mea-
surements, while red represents the reference diffuser measurements. No degradation is seen for the NM sensor. For the NP
sensor, comparison of measurements between the working (green) and reference (red) diffusers indicate that half the 1%
degradation seen is most likely due to diffuser degradation. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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The time dependence for the NP sensor, shown in Figure 12b, indicates 1% degradation for the NP sensor’s
working diffuser measurements over the first year and less than 0.5% degradation for the four reference diffuser
measurements over the same time period. Given the assumption that the reference diffuser has not degraded,
thesemeasurements suggest that half the change occurs in the working diffuser and half is in the remainder of
the sensor.

Comparisons between solar flux measurements taken over time can also be used to determine if any
seasonal wavelength shift is taking place in the NM sensor. The reference diffuser measurements are used for
this study because measurements from the reference diffuser are taken during times where the solar
incidence angle is the same; this minimizes both goniometric differences and diffuser effects. For each
reference measurement, the solar flux values from all of the exposures for all seven diffuser positions are
used; all of the spatial rows illuminated for each exposure at each diffuser position are interpolated to a
common wavelength scale and then averaged to provide one solar flux measurement for each wavelength.

In Figure 13a, the ratios of the reference diffuser measurements taken on 28 August 2012, 4 April 2013, and 31
August 2013 to those taken on 21 March 2012 are shown. In this figure, an overall offset of approximately 0.5%
is seen between the last three reference measurements and the first measurement; the cause of this
discrepancy is still being investigated. One can also see in this figure that the consistency between the first and
third reference measurements (taken 12months apart) is better than the consistency between the first and the

other measurements (taken 6 and
18months after the first). Figure 13b
shows that a 0.002nm shift applied to the
August measurements produces a marked
improvement in consistency, indicating
only a minimal seasonal dependence in
the NM sensor’s wavelength calibration.

For wavelengths less than 290nm, changes
in solar activity complicate the use of solar
measurements over time to determine
seasonal wavelength shifts. Amore detailed
multivariable regression was therefore
undertaken to determine any such shift.
First, the values were averaged over the
spatial dimension of the CCD array (93
pixels) for each measurement at each
wavelength. Then, the regression model
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Figure 13. (a) The percent difference between the NM solar flux measurements from the reference diffuser for 31 August 2012
(blue line), 4 April 2013 (red line), and 28 August 2013 (gold line) and the solar flux measurements from the reference diffuser for
21 March 2012. (b) The wavelengths have been shifted by 0.002nm for 31 August 2012 and 28 August 2013 with respect to the
results in Figure 13a. The error bar shown on each plot represents the standard error of the mean for each wavelength.
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was applied to the data using three
different trend terms: one
representing solar activity using the
Mg II core-to-wing ratio as a proxy
[DeLand and Cebula, 1993], one
representing a wavelength scale
shift, and one representing sensor
plus diffuser change.

Results for the wavelength shift term,
shown in Figure 14, indicate a seasonal
wavelength shift of 0.03nm. This
temporal pattern is found to track the
optical bench temperature’s seasonal
variations well. The results for the term
representing sensor response change,
converted to percent per year, are
displayed in Figure 15. The upper line is
the reference diffuser measurement
trend term, and the lower line is the

working diffuser trend term. Again, if we assume that the reference diffuser is stable, then the pattern in the
reference diffuser term represents sensor throughput changes. These results, which indicate a sensor
degradation of 0.5% per year at the shortest wavelengths, decreasing to no degradation for the longest
wavelengths, are consistent the analysis shown in Figure 12b.

4. Summary

Extensive postlaunch analysis of data from the OMPS nadir sensors indicates that both the NM and NP
sensors are generally performing within their prelaunch specifications. Analysis of dark current for both
sensors (as well as the limb sensor) indicates that it is well understood and that the current procedure of
updating it weekly is sufficient; we will continue to monitor it and, if it becomes necessary, the frequency of
updates will be increased. Calibration issues concerning diffuser features have been mitigated through
modification to prelaunch calibrations procedures; such features have now been reduced to less than 1%.
Although stray light has been shown to be generally within the prelaunch specification of 2% for both
sensors, issues at the shortest wavelengths (for the NM sensor) and the longest wavelengths (NP sensor) have
been identified and will be corrected for in the future. Furthermore, issues concerning the dichroic filter that
affect measurements from both sensors between 300 and 310 nm have been discovered, and a correction is
being developed. Finally, analysis of solar flux measurements from the first year and a half indicate that both
sensors are stable and that any degradation can easily be identified and corrected.
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